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Abstract. Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow with the
actuator disc (AD) for turbine modelling is a widely used method of simulating wind farm flows.
Hence, it is important to understand the requirements for achieving a good comparison between
ABL flow and turbine wakes between different research group setups, despite unavoidable
differences which include LES numerical framework, sub-grid scale (SGS) model, and turbine
modelling, and at grid resolutions achievable in large wind farm simulations. In this work,
conventionally neutral (CNBL), stable (SBL) and convective (CBL) boundary layers, and single
turbine wakes under these different conditions, are compared between the EPFL pseudo-spectral
code WIRE LES and the DTU finite-volume code EllipSys3D. ABL profiles largely agree well
with hub height velocity magnitudes agreeing to 0.7%, 3.8% and 0.5% for the CNBL, SBL
and CBL respectively. The scale-dependent SGS model of WIRE LES results in reduced grid
dependency, while EllipSys3D required higher grid resolution in the SBL. Wake flows show
improved wake recovery and greater added turbulence intensity with increasing grid resolution,
and good agreement is achieved with a radius R to cell size ratio of R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 6.5.
Trends in wake flow with different stability conditions, such as the influence of inflow turbulence
intensity or shear, are well replicated between codes. Likewise, wake deficit and added TI
profiles, and distributions of turbine power and thrust also agree well. Mean power output
predictions match to 4.3%, 7.2% and 3.8% in the CNBL, SBL and CBL respectively between
the two codes. Overall, these results demonstrate that good agreement is possible with aligned
turbine data and sufficient grid resolution.

1. Introduction
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is an important tool for studying atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) flows and has been widely used to investigate various atmospheric conditions [1, 2, 3].
LES combined with the actuator disc (AD) [4] or actuator line (AL) [5] method for turbine
modelling is a commonly used high-fidelity tool for simulating wind turbines and wind farms
operating within the ABL. However, there are significant differences between the specific details
of the numerical frameworks used by different research groups. Within ABL modelling, stable
stratification is one of the most challenging conditions to simulate [3], but across all neutral
and non-neutral conditions numerical dependencies can be seen, related to e.g. the LES code
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type, SGS model, and typical grid resolution [6, 7]. These choices can affect the generated wind
velocity, turbulence, shear and veer. The modelling of wind turbines and wakes within the ABL
is not only impacted by these factors [8], but also the differences in turbine modelling, such
as the actuator model implementation, presence of aeroelastic coupling, and turbine controller
[9, 10, 11]. This combination constitutes a large number of potential sources of uncertainty when
conducting LES of wind turbines in the ABL.

In a comparison of four LES codes using laminar inflow and high resolution actuator
line simulations, the numerical discretisation and Smagorinsky coefficient impacted the wake
development by influencing the position at which the wake transitions to fully turbulent [12].
When even a small amount of inflow turbulence was introduced, it was the velocity fluctuations
that dictated the wake breakdown location and hence good agreement was possible between
setups. However, when moving from uniform laminar or non-sheared turbulent inflow to
atmospheric boundary layer flows, variability in the inflow characteristics can provide significant
challenges when comparing wake flows [13]. Under neutral conditions where numerical ABL flows
were well-matched with measurements, wake predictions improved with model fidelity; whereas
for a stable boundary layer case, single turbine wakes in the LES codes did not perform well due
to different veer predictions from the precursor simulations. Likewise, when benchmarking LES
simulations of very large wind farms [14], global trends (effect of turbulence intensity, ‘infinite
wind farm’ velocity state, etc) compared well, but there was substantial variability in power and
velocity averages both between codes and between the 10 minute averages within simulations.

Therefore, there is a need to investigate the requirements for achieving a high degree of
similarity between wake flows predicted by different LES codes, when using ABL inflows,
turbine modelling differs, and when conducted with grid resolutions which are achievable in
large wind farm simulations. This is important not only for cross-code verification of ABL and
turbine modelling, but also for informing future validation studies of both single wakes and wind
farm flows. This study compares both ABL flow and turbine wakes in a range of atmospheric
conditions between two well-validated and established LES codes, the DTU finite-volume code
EllipSys3D and the EPFL pseudo-spectral code WIRE LES. First, inflow ABL simulations of
conventionally neutral, stable and convective conditions are compared, considering the effect of
grid resolution, domain size, numerical framework and SGS model. After the inflow conditions
are aligned, the wake behind a single turbine is studied and the effect of turbine modelling
parameters, turbine controller and grid resolution investigated.

2. Numerical Methods
2.1. EllipSys3D: DTU Flow Solver
EllipSys3D is a general purpose multi-block Navier-Stokes solver developed at DTU [15, 16, 17].
The incompressible governing equations (including the potential temperature transport equation
to account for temperature effects) are expressed in general curvilinear coordinates and solved
with a finite volume method in a collocated grid arrangement. Time advancement is performed
using a second-order accurate three-level implicit method which has sub-iterations within each
time step. To solve the pressure correction equation, a SIMPLEC-like algorithm is used [18, 19]
with Rhie/Chow interpolation to prevent odd/even pressure decoupling. Convective terms
are discretised with a fourth-order central differencing scheme which includes a fourth-order
dissipation term to reduce numerical instabilities [20]. Turbulence modelling is achieved using
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) with the Deardorff sub-grid scale (SGS) model [1]. In non-
neutral cases, Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is applied at the lowest grid cell to calculate
the instantaneous surface shear stress [21].

Wind turbines are modelled using the actuator disc (AD) method [4], which is fully coupled
to the Flex5 aeroelastic solver [22]. EllipSys3D extracts the velocity components at the three
rotating blade positions and passes them to Flex5, which calculates the blade loads and
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deflections using tabulated aerofoil data. These are used in EllipSys3D to set the position
and magnitude of the actuator disc forces, which are applied to the computational grid in three
overlapping 240◦ sections, in which the forcing decreases from a maximum at the blade location
to zero at the neighbouring blades. This allows non-uniform loading to be represented. Flex5
includes a turbine controller, which changes the rotational speed and pitch in response to the
calculated loading. Here, the turbine is modelled as stiff.

2.2. WIRE LES: EPFL Flow Solver
The WIRE LES code solves the spatially filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
[23, 24, 25]. Additionally, to account for the thermal effects, the filtered transport equation for
potential temperature is solved. The turbulent subgrid-scale (SGS) momentum flux is modelled
using a Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic model [26]. For time advancement a second-order
Adams-Bashforth explicit scheme is executed and for spatial discretization, a hybrid pseudo-
spectral finite-difference scheme is applied. The spatial derivatives are evaluated using a pseudo-
spectral method streamwise and spanwise resulting in a periodic boundary condition laterally
and a second-order finite-difference approximation in the vertical direction. Full dealiasing of the
nonlinear terms is accomplished by explicit filtering. At the bottom surface, the instantaneous
surface shear stress is calculated as a function of the velocity field at the lowest vertical grid
point by applying the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [21].

The turbine-induced forces are modelled by the blade element actuator disc model (ADM-
BE) for the wind farm parametrisation. Its implementation consists of calculating the lift and
drag forces as a function of the local simulated flow and the blade characteristics [25]. This
model induces wake rotation and allows for non-uniform distribution of the turbine-induced
forces [27]. The airfoil data was the same as used in Flex5, and the turbine characteristic curves
for rotational speed and pitch were provided from Flex5, in order to match the turbine modelling
as closely as possible. It is also important to note that the rotational speed of the turbine in the
cases with control is obtained using the modified thrust coefficient C ′

T approach based on the
averaged disc velocity rather than the unperturbed incoming velocity [28].

3. Simulation Setup
3.1. ABL simulations
The computational domains for all ABL simulations have spanwise and streamwise dimensions of
approximately 4×4km (For EllipSys3D the dimensions were 4.16×4.16km, and for WIRE LES
4×4km). The height of the domain varied for the different simulations depending on the inversion
height that needed to be captured; 0.75km, 1.5km and 2km for the stable, conventionally neutral
and convective cases respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are used in streamwise and
spanwise directions to facilitate the ABL development. The WIRE LES code has a flux-free
condition at the upper boundary and a Rayleigh damping layer of 15% of the domain height,
following the GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary Layer Study (GABLS) case description [29, 30],
to reduce the reflection of gravity waves from the top of the domain. The EllipSys3D simulations
use a small amount of grid stretching in the vertical direction above the inversion height.

The simulations comprise of three different stability cases - representing conventionally
neutral, stable and convective conditions - based on canonical benchmark studies [3, 31]. Each
of these cases is adapted to prevalent offshore conditions in Denmark as summarised in Table
1, where UG is the geostrophic wind velocity, z0 is the surface roughness, θ0 is the reference
potential temperature, dT/dz denotes the initial temperature profile and ttotal refers to the total
simulated time. The lower boundary condition (BC) is also given. Geostrophic wind is used to
drive the flow, and wind direction controllers are used to achieve 0◦ at hub height at the domain
centre. The Coriolis parameter used in all cases was fc = 1.185× 10−4s−1.
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Case UG [m/s] z0 [m] θ0[K] Initial Temp [dT/dz] Lower BC ttotal[h]
CNBL 9.5 0.001 277 0.001z − 27

SBL 9.5 0.001 277
z < 100m : 0 Cooling rate

10
z > 100m : 0.01z dT/dt = −0.25K/h

CBL 9.5 0.001 277
z < 937m : 0 Surface heat flux

5937− 1063m : 0.0635z Q0 = 0.24Km/s
z > 1063m : 0.003z

Table 1. ABL simulation cases.

Each case is run with two grid resolutions, where the naming convention is ‘−1’ for the coarser
grid and ‘−2’ for the finer. In EllipSys3D the cell sizes are dx = dy = 2dz = 20m (DTU−1) and
dx = dy = 2dz = 10m (DTU−2) respectively (for the SBL a dx = dy = 2dz = 5m (DTU−3) is
also used). In WIRE LES the cell sizes are dx = dy = 15.625m, dz = 11.72m (EPFL−1) and
dx = dy = 7.8125m, dz = 5.86m (EPFL−2) respectively. For the CBL cases in WIRE LES,
the vertical resolution is slightly different: dz = 7.8125m (EPFL−1) and dz = 3.9m (EPFL−2).
This is due to the increased domain height and computational restrictions on possible values for
the number of grid points in the vertical direction (nz), related to the set number of grid points
in spanwise and streamwise. The last two hours of each simulation are used as inflow to the
turbine simulations.

3.2. Single Turbine Simulations
The turbine used in these simulations is the SWT-2.3-93, a 2.3MW turbine with rotor radius
R = 46.5m and hub height h = 68.5m. It is chosen as it is the turbine used in the Rødsand II
windfarm in Denmark, which will be involved in further work. To generate the inflow for the
successor domain containing the turbine, velocity fields are written out from the precursor over
the final 2 hours of each simulation. In EllipSys3D the velocity fields are written out from a
vertical plane, while in WIRE LES a thin volume is used. These are taken from the domain
centre, where the wind direction controller ensures that the direction is 0◦ at hub height. In the
successor simulation WIRE LES uses a buffer zone at the inlet due to the periodic boundary
conditions [32]. The EllipSys3D grid resolution in the single turbine cases is not constrained by
the precursor, as the inflow data can be interpolated on to any arbitrary mesh. In WIRE LES
the grid discretisation of the precursor and successor must be identical.

The set of simulations consists of two studies: a fixed control grid resolution study with
the CNBL inflow; and an atmospheric stability study with control on, a single grid resolution
and different ABL inflows. An overview of the single turbine simulations is shown in Table 2,
showing the inflow case, grid resolution and turbine control inputs.

Case Inflow dx, dy [m] dz [m] R/(dxdydz)1/3 [-] Ω [rad/s]
EPFL−1f CNBL 15.625 11.72 3.28 1.43
EPFL−2f CNBL 7.8125 5.86 6.55 1.45
DTU−0f CNBL 23.25 23.25 2.0 1.40
DTU−1f CNBL 11.625 11.65 4.0 1.40
DTU−2f CNBL 5.8125 5.8125 8.0 1.40
DTU−3f CNBL 2.90625 2.90625 16.0 1.40
EPFL−2c CNBL,SBL,CBL 7.8125 5.86, 3.9(CBL) 6.55, 7.50(CBL) Control
DTU−2c CNBL,SBL,CBL 5.8125 5.8125 8.0 Control

Table 2. Single turbine simulation cases.
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In the grid study, rotational speeds for the EPFL cases are chosen in order to match the thrust
coefficient (CT ) of the DTU simulations, to isolate the impact of grid resolution on the wakes.
The naming convention of the simulations is based on the grid resolution and whether there is
fixed (‘f ’) or controller-based (‘c’) rotational speed and pitch. An increasing number (‘−0’ to
‘−3’ for the DTU cases, ‘−1’ and ‘−2’ for EPFL) represents an increasing grid refinement. The
inflow DTU−2 is used for all DTU single turbine simulations except the SBL, where DTU−3 is
used. The inflow EPFL−2 is used in EPFL−2f and EPFL−2c simulations. Due to the required
match between precursor and successor domains in WIRE LES, the inflow EPFL−1 is used for
the EPFL−1f single turbine simulation.

4. Results
4.1. Atmospheric Boundary Layer Simulations
The conventionally neutral, stable and convective cases were run for a total of 27, 10 and 5 hours
respectively, with horizontally averaged profiles taken from the final 2 hours. In all simulations,
a quasi-steady state was obtained in the velocity and turbulence intensity profiles before the
start of the averaging period. Mean profiles of velocity magnitude (Umag), resolved turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) and temperature (T ) are shown in Figure 1, while quantities at hub height
for the finest grid simulations are detailed in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Horizontally averaged profiles of velocity magnitude (Umag), resolved turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) and temperature (T ): A) CNBL; B) SBL; C) CBL.
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Case
CNBL SBL CBL

EPFL-2 DTU-2 ∆[%] EPFL-2 DTU-3 ∆[%] EPFL-2 DTU-2 ∆[%]
Uhub [ms−1] 8.457 8.401 0.7 8.958 8.630 3.8 8.415 8.372 0.5
TIUhub [−] 0.0520 0.0529 1.7 0.0296 0.0332 10.8 0.1369 0.1458 6.5
U∗ [ms−1] 0.294 0.305 3.7 0.246 0.260 5.7 0.356 0.372 4.5
L [m] - - - 110 123 10.6 -15.0 -15.5 2.9

Table 3. Velocity magnitude at hub height (Uhub), total TI at hub height (TIUhub), friction
velocity (U∗) and Obukhov length (L) for the finest grid ABL simulations.

In both Table 3 and the mean profiles in Figure 1, there is largely good agreement in the ABL
flows despite the differences between LES codes; particularly in the mean velocity magnitude at
hub height, which differs by 0.7%, 3.8% and 0.5% for the CNBL, SBL and CBL cases respectively
for the finest grid simulations.

For the CNBL, the TI predictions also match well at hub height, with only a 1.7% difference
between the two codes. The largest discrepancy between EPFL and DTU CNBL precursors is
the predicted boundary layer height, which is 130m higher for the DTU simulations, although
it appears to have little impact on the good agreement in the surface layer. The change in the
hub height velocity between coarse (−1) and fine (−2) simulations is 1.6% for both codes; for
the TI the change is 0.8% for WIRE LES, and 4.3% in EllipSys3D. The larger grid dependency
of the EllipSys3D simulations is visible in the TKE profile as a downward shift in the peak near
the ground; this is also present in the WIRE LES simulations but to a lesser degree, and further
below hub height. The differences here may be due to the SGS model. The Deardorff SGS model
used in EllipSys3D calculates eddy viscosity using a constant model coefficient Cs = 0.1 and
a mixing length which differs from the grid size under stable conditions; while the Lagrangian
scale-dependent dynamic model used in WIRE LES calculates a local optimum model coefficient
value based on two test-filtering operations. The scale dependency has been shown to improve
performance and reduce grid dependency, particularly in the near ground region, by capturing
the reduction in optimum model coefficient independent of grid size [24]. An increased grid
resolution improves the EllipSys3D simulations due to explicitly resolving a larger proportion
of the total TKE, despite the ratio of resolved to total TKE being greater than 95% (over the
recommended 80% [33] or 90% [34]) except in the lowest 50m of the domain, due to the Deardorff
mixing length parameterisation not being altered by the presence of a surface (see [35]).

SBLs are often the most difficult to simulate and compare ([3, 13]), so it is unsurprising that
it is this case in which differences are most pronounced between both codes and grid resolutions.
In EllipSys3D, the increased grid resolution again lowers the height of peak TKE, however it is
far more pronounced than for the CNBL. The inversion height of the SBL is significantly lower
than that of the other stability cases, and therefore the ratio of inversion height to grid cell size
is far worse. This is likely to contribute to the poorer grid convergence as the boundary layer
is effectively resolved by fewer cells. Sullivan and Patton [6] recommended a ratio of inversion
height zi to grid cell size (expressed in terms of filter length ∆f ) of zi/∆f > 60 when studying
CBLs. This condition is met in both DTU-1 and DTU-2 for the CBL, DTU-2 for the CNBL,
but only the finest (DTU-3) for the SBL. This may explain the poorer grid convergence for the
SBL, particularly in the EllipSys3D simulations using the Deardorff SGS model.

The CBL cases again agree well in the surface layer, with velocity magnitude and TI
predictions within 0.5% and 6.5% respectively between the two codes. The inversion height
predictions also match closely, which may be due to the shorter simulation time and the strong
prescribed inversion in the initial conditions. However, the shape of the velocity profile has
some grid dependency; similar to the CNBL, a coarser grid causes an overestimation of velocity
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magnitude in the region above the surface layer.
To compare the dynamics of the ABL simulations, spectra of the streamwise component of

velocity are shown in Figure 2. The spectra are calculated at hub height, horizontally averaging
along a 500m spanwise line at the domain centre. Also included in the CNBL plot is one case
in EllipSys3D on a 16× 16 km domain to show the impact of domain size.
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Figure 2. Spectral energy density against wavenumber for streamwise velocity component for:
A) CNBL; B) SBL; C) CBL. Domain size in grey and half of the domain size in light grey.

Reflecting the comparisons of the mean profiles, in the CNBL results the hub height velocity
spectra compare well except the coarse DTU−1 simulation, which shows a higher energy content
at lower wavenumbers and earlier drop-off in the spectra at high wavenumbers. For the SBL, it
is unsurprising given the differences in TKE profiles that there are substantial differences in the
spectra between the DTU simulations, while the EPFL results still agree well between the two
grid levels. However, the comparison between the finest grid DTU simulation (DTU−3) and the
EPFL cases is significantly improved. In the CBL simulations, all cases agree well: for EPFL−1
and EPFL−2 this is expected due to the higher grid resolution in the vertical dimension, but
also DTU−1 and DTU−2 show a less pronounced difference at lower wavenumbers. Like with
the mean profiles, differences in grid dependency can be explained by the SGS model and the
ratio of inversion height to grid cell size. The drop off in spectra in the DTU simulations is
similar to that noted for Smagorinsky-type models [24] and signals excessive dissipation at low
heights, while the Lagrangian dynamic scale-dependent model leads to better estimation of the
model coefficient and hence more consistent spectra.

The 4×4 km domain simulations of CNBL or CBL conditions show spectral peaks related to
the domain size (marked in grey and light grey lines). The finest grid SBL cases (DTU−3 and
EPFL−2) do not show these peaks. Stable stratification results in lower integral length scales
than neutral or convective conditions [36], as they contain buoyancy effects that suppress large
turbulent scales. This means the domain size is likely to be less apparent in the spectra, and
hence that the fine grid SBL simulations capture this suppression of turbulence better than the
coarse grids. For the CNBL and CBL cases, the domain size effect is removed when a much
larger domain (16× 16 km) is used in the DTU−2 CNBL; demonstrating the need to use large
domain sizes or other techniques to avoid spurious large scale effects [37].

4.2. Single Turbine Wakes
To investigate the impact of turbine modelling and grid resolution on the wakes without the
influence of turbine control, the first comparison using the CNBL inflow is conducted with fixed
rotational speed (listed in Table 2) to ensure that the thrust coefficient (CT ) matches between
the EllipSys3D and WIRE LES setups. The inflow for the DTU simulations is case DTU−2 (the
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finer grid); the EPFL simulations require that the precursor and turbine grid resolutions match,
so both inflows are used. The final 2 hours of the precursor simulations are used as inflow and
statistics are taken from the final hour. The grid convergence of mean CT is shown in Figure 3,
and profiles of normalised mean velocity deficit and added TI are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Thrust coefficient (CT ) against grid resolution for CNBL inflow.
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Figure 4. Wake profiles for CNBL inflow: A) velocity deficit normalised by freestream hub
height velocity; B) total added TI based on hub height velocity. Rotor extent in grey.

Figure 3 shows that the mean CT values agree to within 2.7% when excluding DTU−0f
(R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 2), which from both the CT and wake profiles is clearly too coarse. Therefore,
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differences in normalised wake flow can be primarily attributed to the grid resolution. Other
grid studies in EllipSys3D using laminar [11] or uniform turbulent inflow [38] have shown
convergence of CT to within 1% for a stiff AD at R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 8, or for a flexible AL
at R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 16 (both using uniform grids). The grid study results here, for a CNBL
inflow, give a difference in mean CT between R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 8 and 16 of only 0.2%, and so is
consistent with previous findings in EllipSys3D.

Considering the velocity deficit and added TI plots, it is clear that the same trends exist in
both the EllipSys3D andWIRE LES results. Increasing the grid resolution results in an increased
TI production and a smaller velocity deficit in the far wake. This improved wake recovery is
associated with more finely resolving the shear layer shed from the disc and the entrainment into
the wake region. It is notable that in both the velocity deficit and TI production, simulation
EPFL−1f largely lies between DTU−1f and DTU−2f , suggesting that the more advanced
SGS model may somewhat improve the grid dependency of the turbine wakes as well as the
precursor simulations. The three finer grid simulations show very good agreement overall,
particularly in the far wake. The normalised mean hub height velocity deficits are 0.219, 0.213
and 0.248 for DTU−3f , DTU−2f and EPFL−2f respectively at x/D = 7; so the velocity
magnitude predictions differ there by only 3.9%. Based on the convergence of these three
simulations, a grid resolution requirement of R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 6.5 is used for the non-neutral
turbine simulations. This recommendation of R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 6.5 for an AD wake is finer than
some prior recommendations of R/(dxdydz)1/3 ≥ 4 [25].

When conducting LES of wind farms, turbine rotational speed and pitch are not fixed, but
continuously altered by a controller. In WIRE LES, this is done using an inflow velocity found
using the C ′

T method [28] and characteristic steady-state curves (here provided by Flex5).
In the DTU setup the Flex5 controller is used, which responds to the calculated loading.
Having established that good agreement can be achieved in wake flow given that the CT values
match, when using a grid resolution of R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 6.5 or greater, the turbine operation
and wakes are compared with controllers active for the three ABL inflows using EPFL−2c
(R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 6.55, or 7.5 for CBL) and DTU−2c (R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 8). Mean velocity
deficit and added TI profiles are shown in Figure 5, with statistics again taken over the final 1
hour of the 2 hour simulation.

The inflow profiles of normalised velocity and TI agree well between the codes, with the DTU
simulations showing a slightly increased shear over the rotor area compared to EPFL across all
three cases, reflecting the results from the precursor comparisons. For the wake flow, trends
between the different ABL inflows are also predicted very similarly between WIRE LES and
EllipSys3D. The most deterministic factor is the inflow TI; the CBL case has more than 2.5×
greater TI than the CNBL or SBL case, so the wake recovers significantly faster, reaching a
Gaussian wake profile between x/D = 1 and 3, while for both the CNBL and SBL this happens
between x/D = 3 and 5. Another way the different ABL cases impact the wake development
stems from the inflow shear; for both codes the SBL case shows very little expansion of the wake
vertically upwards in comparison to the CNBL, and less TI increase above the rotor area.

Despite the overall good agreement, there are some differences in wake profiles attributable to
the AD models. In Figures 4 and 5, there is a difference in velocity deficit between the upper and
lower half of the near wake in the WIRE LES results, which is not present in EllipSys3D. In the
DTU AD model, the coupling with Flex5 means the local velocity components are extracted at
three rotating ‘blade’ locations and the calculated loading is distributed over three overlapping
240◦ sections (closer to an AL approach); whereas in the EPFL AD model the local velocities
are extracted and forces calculated for each element of the actuator disc grid. This means that
the difference between the mean thrust force at the top and bottom of the rotor is greater in the
EPFL AD model when averaged over a rotation, and therefore the wake profile is less symmetric.
This may contribute to the larger velocity deficit of the EPFL simulations in the far wake.
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Figure 5. Wake profiles for different ABL inflows with turbine control on: A) velocity deficit
normalised by freestream hub height velocity; B) total TI based on freestream hub height
velocity. Rotor extent in grey.

In addition to studying the wake flows, it is important to compare the turbine performance
predictions under the different ABL inflows. Violin plots of normalised power and thrust from
both turbine models for each stability condition are shown in Figure 6, using 1s sampling over
the final hour of each simulation.
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Figure 6. Turbine performance under different inflow stability conditions: A) Normalised power
(P/Prated); B) Normalised thrust (T/Tmax). Mean and standard deviation in black.
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Following from the good agreement in both atmospheric inflow profiles and wake flows, the
distribution plots again show close agreement between turbine performance predictions, in both
the distribution means, shape and spread. The mean power output values, when including the
mechanical losses from Flex5 in both EPFL and DTU results, have percentage differences of
4.3%, 7.2% and 3.8% for the CNBL, SBL and CBL cases respectively, between the EPFL and
DTU simulations. The mean thrust values differ by 6.4%, 1.4% and 1.5% respectively. For the
CNBL case, it should be noted that the percentage difference in mean thrust is larger than in the
grid study (6.4% compared to ≤ 0.2%), in which the rotational speed was set in order to match
the CT . Despite this, the wake profiles in Figure 5 only vary slightly more than in Figure 4.
Even though the inflow hub height velocities differ by only 0.7% (as listed in Table 3), a slightly
higher rotational speed was required in the EPFL−2f case to match the DTU−2f CT in the
grid study, which could be attributable to the different AD implementations. The offset towards
a lower thrust prediction in EPFL−2c in a case where the inflows are very closely aligned is
likely to explain why the SBL and CBL appear to agree better in thrust than the CNBL, as in
both of these cases the EPFL−2 inflow velocity was higher than DTU−2.

The similarity in the spread and shape of the distributions between DTU and EPFL
simulations reflects the agreement in both inflow turbulence intensity and predominant turbulent
length scales. It also suggests that for a single turbine case, the different control methods do
not substantially influence the variability of the turbine outputs. Overall, agreement in mean
power to ≤ 7.2% and mean thrust to ≤ 6.4% between two different research group frameworks is
significantly closer than in large benchmark studies [13], particularly when comparing across a
range of non-neutral ABL inflows. The percentage differences are similar to that achieved using
EllipSys3D and identical sheared inflow when comparing AL to a fully resolved rotor [38].

5. Conclusions
LES of non-neutral ABL precursors and single turbines have been compared for conventionally
neutral, stable and convective conditions, between the DTU flow solver EllipSys3D and the EPFL
code WIRE LES. In the precursor simulations, at hub height for a 2.3 MW turbine, the mean
velocity magnitudes differed by 0.7%, 3.8% and 0.5% for the CNBL, SBL and CBL respectively.
The Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic SGS model used in WIRE LES results in reduced grid
dependency in both mean profiles (particularly TKE) and velocity spectra. The lower inversion
height in the SBL case meant that a finer grid resolution was required in EllipSys3D than for
the other stability cases. Across all precursors, the discrepancies grew outside of the surface
layer, and so a significantly larger turbine would experience larger inflow differences.

In the single turbine cases, both grid resolution and the impact of inflow stability were
investigated. In the grid study, when the CT was matched the wake predictions showed the same
trends: improving wake recovery and greater TKE production with increasing grid resolution.
Good agreement was achieved with grid resolutions of R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 6.5 or finer; TKE
production and velocity deficit profiles matched well throughout the wake, and at x/D = 7
downstream the hub height velocity magnitudes agreed to within 4%.

Using R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 6.5 in WIRE LES and R/(dxdydz)1/3 = 8 in EllipSys3D, wakes and
integrated quantities were then compared with turbine control on using all three ABL cases.
Trends under different stability conditions such as the influence of inflow TI and shear were well
replicated between codes. Some differences can be attributed to the AD models; the DTU AD
has loading based on three rotating blade locations and applied in overlapping 240◦ sections,
while the EPFL AD uses a blade element grid covering the entire rotor area. This leads to
a more symmetric normalised wake deficit profile in the near wake for the DTU AD model.
However, good agreement was achieved in the far wake velocity deficits and the turbine power
and thrust outputs, which gave very closely matching distributions in mean, shape and spread.
Mean power outputs differed by 4.3%, 7.2% and 3.8% respectively for the CNBL, SBL and CBL
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cases respectively, and mean thrust by 6.4%, 1.4% and 1.5%. These results show that with
sufficient grid resolution and alignment of turbine parameters, ABL inflows and single turbine
wakes can agree well between codes despite differences in LES and turbine modelling setups.
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